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Enrich™ Response to Intervention
The Enrich™ RtI web-based solution reduces your paperwork load and allows educators to deliver informed
instruction, accurately track interventions, and monitor student progress. Enrich integrates with your SIS system and
uses data from any publisher’s assessment, probe, or intervention to generate a complete, accurate, and timely view of
a student’s performance and response to various interventions.
Data-driven decisions are at the heart of improving student performance. Without easily accessible data, identifying
students in need of help and monitoring their progress can be a monumental and time consuming process. Enrich
makes your student data accessible and gives you the tools to efficiently and effectively improve student performance.
Administrators and educators using Enrich RtI can significantly reduce the time spent sifting through data from
different systems and gain greater insight into student performance patterns.

“Excent has been a valuable partner to the SC Special Education program for more than 15 years. We’re excited
to implement Excent’s newest solution, Enrich™, that combines Special Education Case Management, State
Reporting, and Response to Intervention management. Enrich will be a huge benefit to educators as they provide
differentiated instruction to all students.”
Marlene Metts
State Director of Exceptional Children
South Carolina, Department of Education

Administrator Benefits
• Monitor district, school, classroom, and student performance more easily with
comprehensive access to data
• Support teachers more effectively with district prescribed instructional
knowledge and standards
• Improve student outcomes more efficiently with proven interventions and
streamlined progress tracking
• Facilitates implementation of a Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS) for all students
• Everyone in the district has the opportunity to impact student success

Educator Benefits
• Quickly find appropriate interventions
• Efficiently develop reasonable goals
• Utilize a logical progress monitoring process
• Follow Instructions to implement the prescribed strategy
• Use your districts preferred instructional supports, interventions and strategies

The Next Step
Contact Excent today at 800-231-3144 or email us at info@excent.com. We can guide
you on the implementation process and how it integrates with your existing special
education program.
Connect your district colleagues to: www.excent.com

